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2.6 Reflection Rays

If we look at a perfectly flat, shiny table, we will see reflections ofother objects

in the tabletop. We see those reflections because light is arriving at the

tabletop from the other objects, bouncing off of the tabletop, and then arriving

in our eye. For a fixed eyepoint, each position on the table has exactly one

direction from which light can come that will be bounced back into our eye.

For example, Figure 9 shows a photon of light bouncing around a scene,

ending up finally passing through the screen and into the eye. On its last
bounce, the photon hit point P and then went into the eye. Photon B also hit
point P, but it was bounced (or reflected) into a direction that didn’t end up

going into our eye. So for that eyepoint and that object, only a photon

travelling along the path marked A could have been reflected into our

direction ofinterest.

When we wish to find what light is reflected from a particular point into the

direction of the incident ray, we find the rgflected my (or n_*}‘?ec:.‘ion ray) for that

point and direction; this is the ray that can carry light to the surface that will

be perfectly reflected into the direction of the incident ray. To find the color of

the reflected ray, we follow it backwards to find from which object it began.

The color of the light leaving that. object along the line of the reflected ray is

the color of that reflected ray. When we know the reflectecl ray’s color, we can

contribute it to any other light leaving the original surface struck by the

incident ray.

Note the peculiar terminology of backward ray tracing: light arrives along

the reflected ray and departs along the incident ray.
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Fig. 9. The color of perfectly reflected light is dependent on the color of the

object and the color of the incoming light that bounces off in the direction we

care about. For example, at point P we want to know the color of the light

coming in on ray A, since that light is then bounced into the eye.
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